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MOTION OF AMEREN ILLINOIS COMPANY TO STRIKE 

PORTIONS OF THE INITIAL BRIEF OF THE STAFF 
OF THE ILLINOIS COMMERCE COMMISSION 

Pursuant to 83 Ill. Adm. Code § 200.190, Ameren Illinois Company d/b/a Ameren 

Illinois (AIC) respectfully moves for issuance of an order striking certain portions of the Initial 

Brief of the Staff of the Illinois Commerce Commission.  The statements deemed objectionable 

have been identified in the accompanying Appendix.  AIC’s motion should be granted because 

the portions of Staff’s Initial Brief identified in the Appendix are new expert opinions on credit 

card expenses that were not timely disclosed and included in the record evidence.  Twice at 

hearing, Staff tried to move additional opinions into the record in support of its credit card 

expense adjustment, and both times the ALJs denied the request.  It would be a violation of due 

process for the Commission to now permit new expert opinions on the same issue to be offered 

by Staff for the first time on brief, without AIC having the opportunity to rebut and cross-

examine Staff on these assertions.  And it would be reversible error for the Commission to rely 

upon expert opinions not already in the hearing record.  A coordinated case schedule was set in 

this case to allow for the orderly presentation of evidence.  Staff’s attempt to add new testimony 

in briefs upends that schedule.  For those reasons, the portions of Staff’s Initial Brief identified in 

the Appendix must be stricken, not considered, and not included in the Commission’s final order 

in this case. 
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I. BACKGROUND 

The new expert opinions—which lack record support and are now offered for the first 

time in Staff’s Initial Brief—concern Staff’s adjustment to disallow certain corporate credit card 

expenses.  They were nowhere to be found in Staff’s pre-filed testimony.  In direct testimony, 

Staff summarized the Commission’s findings in Docket 12-0293, provided a threefold rationale 

for its adjustment, and indicated it was disallowing costs “similar to those that were disallowed 

by the Commission in Docket No. 12-0293.”  (ICC Staff Ex. 3.0, p. 12:234-35.)  Staff listed 

some of the general categories of expenses it sought to disallow.  But Staff did not indicate how 

it applied its standards.  And Staff did not explain why specific expenses or even categories of 

expenses were not prudent and reasonable. 

On rebuttal, Staff’s testimony once again failed to support its credit card expense 

disallowance with specific objections and explanations why individual expenses or even types of 

expense should be disallowed.  (ICC Staff Ex. 3.0, pp. 15-18.)  Staff’s testimony, schedules and 

attached data responses just indicated Staff’s generic rationales (i.e., excessive, unnecessary, and 

no ratepayer benefit) and identified the categories of expenses proposed for disallowance.  There 

was no effort made to explain why electronic apparatus such as cell phones, and televisions were 

not prudent purchases of utility equipment in support of delivery service.  There was no effort 

made to explain why food and beverage and the like were not reasonable purchases to engage 

AIC’s workforce.  There was no effort made to rebut the business justifications given for 

individual expenses and categories of expense provided in AIC’s rebuttal testimony.  And there 

was no effort made to opine on policies governing the use of corporate credit cards for these 

purchases—policies already being reviewed in Docket 13-0075. 

Staff already has tried to improperly supplement its prefiled testimony on the credit card 
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expense adjustment with additional opinions, not once, but twice.  And twice, Staff’s attempt has 

been rebuffed as improper.  At the evidentiary hearing, Staff tried to introduce its own data 

responses as a cross exhibit during Staff’s examination of an AIC witness.  (Tr. 74-78, 85-86.)  

AIC objected to the admission of Staff’s statements through a utility witness, as improper 

hearsay and without foundation.  (Tr. 74-75, 78, 85-86.)  The ALJs agreed it was not “proper.”  

(Tr. 86:19.)  The next day, Staff tried a second time to introduce the same data responses and 

additional opinions as a new exhibit, not previously filed with the Commission and not disclosed 

on Staff’s exhibit list.  (Tr. 278:9-10, 281:15-16.)  Again, AIC objected as improper hearsay, 

pointing out that witnesses were not permitted to bolster their testimony by taking the stand and 

seeking the admission of their own, out-of-court discovery responses.  (Tr. 282-86.)  And again, 

the ALJs agreed it was not “appropriate, given that the parties have already submitted testimony 

and then show up at the hearing today in an attempt to get additional documents into the record.”  

(Tr. 286:20-23.)  AIC then waived cross of Staff’s witness on her credit card expense adjustment, 

with the express understanding Staff’s opinions would be limited by its prefiled written 

testimony.  (Tr. 282.) 

Staff now seeks again to rely on new information in support of the same adjustment that 

was not included in Staff’s prefiled testimony.  The Appendix identifies the objectionable new 

opinions offered in Staff’s Initial Brief that need to be stricken.  The first three opinions listed are 

Staff’s “concerns related to the use of Ameren credit cards.”  (Staff Init. Br. 31.)  The problem is 

that nowhere in prefiled testimony did Staff note any of these concerns about the use of corporate 

credit cards.  Staff claims the cross-examination of Ms. Voiles “affirmed” these concerns.  (Staff 

Init. Br. 31.)  This begs the question when exactly Staff made these concerns known.  The 

answer is on brief.  Thus, it is not surprising Staff can’t muster a single citation to its prefiled 
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testimony.  As Staff conceded elsewhere, its “final position” should have been given in rebuttal 

testimony.  It is entirely improper to use cross-examination of a witness as a means to introduce 

new positions unveiled in briefing.  The Commission should not condone that practice. 

The remaining eight opinions listed purport to support Staff’s proposed disallowances of 

certain types or categories of credit card purchases: flowers, new employee “gifts,” food and 

decorations, electronic hardware and accessories and clothing.  The opinions are not the same 

exact opinions, word for word, that were contained in the objectionable hearing exhibit.  But 

what’s important is the opinions are nowhere to be found in Staff’s testimony and earlier data 

responses—even though AIC asked the very questions in the AIC-Staff series 8 data requests 

that could have elicited these new opinions in Staff’s rebuttal.  (ICC Staff Ex. 8.0, Attachment A, 

pp. 4-18, AIC-Staff 8.03-8.07.)  That Staff now “disagrees” with the testimony Staff itself 

elicited from Ms. Voiles on cross does not open the door for Staff to opine in brief on what else 

“can be argued.”  (Staff Init. Br. 32.)  It was inappropriate for Staff to attempt to supplement its 

testimony by seeking to introduce its own data responses at hearing.  It is no more appropriate 

for Staff to bolster its testimony by introducing new opinions in briefing.    

III. ARGUMENT 

In this proceeding, Staff has been quick to oppose arguments that are new or purportedly 

inconsistent with the established schedule.  For example, Staff objected to AIC data requests as 

“inconsistent with the schedule set in this proceeding as reflected in the Case Management 

Order.”  (ICC Staff Ex. 10.0, Attachment D, AIC-Staff 4.02(d); AIC-Staff 4.20.)  In those 

instances, Staff said its “final position will be communicated in [Staff’s] rebuttal testimony 

scheduled to be filed on August 26, 2013.”  (Id.)  Staff also sought to strike portions of AIC’s 

surrebuttal testimony it claimed were “new argument” AIC failed to advance in rebuttal 
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testimony.  (Staff Mot. To Strike, Sept. 10, 2013, ¶¶ 4-5.)  In that instance, Staff claimed the 

surrebuttal testimony “would unfairly prejudice Staff, and constitute a denial of due process.”  

(Id., ¶ 6.)  Staff went on to argue AIC’s actions denied Staff “the opportunity to review and 

comment on this new argument” and “precluded [Staff] from putting into the record its position 

on the new argument.”  (Tr. 16:23-17:3.)  The Administrative Law Judges (ALJs) agreed with 

Staff and granted the motion to strike.  (Tr. 43.)  In Staff’s view apparently, the same due process 

considerations do not apply to the new expert opinions unveiled in brief that have no record 

support.  As explained below, however, they should. 

A. Staff’s New Expert Opinions Were Not Timely Disclosed in Testimony. 

Due process in administrative proceedings requires “the opportunity to be heard” and 

“the right to cross-examine adverse witnesses.”  Gigger v. Bd. of Fire & Police Comm’rs of City 

of East St. Louis, 23 Ill. App. 2d 433, 439 (4th Dist. 1959); see also Abrahamson v. Ill. Dep’t of 

Prof’l Reg., 153 Ill. 2d 76, 95 (1992); Balmoral Racing Club, Inc. v. Ill. Racing Bd., 151 Ill. 2d 

367, 400-01 (1992) (“cross-examination is required in order to ensure that due process 

requirements are met”).  The Commission consistently has found that consideration of evidence, 

without allowing an opposing party the opportunity to cross-examine or respond, contravenes 

due process.  See, e.g., Ill. Comm. Comm’n v. Ill. Gas Co., Docket 02-0170, Order, 2003 Ill. PUC 

LEXIS 682, *35-36 (Aug. 6, 2003) (no consideration given to expert qualifications submitted for 

the first time in reply brief on exceptions); Ill. Bell Tel. Co., Docket 00-0260, Order, 2001 Ill. 

PUC LEXIS 871, *20-21 (Sept. 12, 2001) (auditor’s participation in proceeding critical to afford 

parties opportunity to present and cross-examine witnesses relative to the issue of tracking 

merger related costs in order for due process concerns to be satisfied); Commonwealth Edison 

Co., Docket 92-0121, Order, 1995 Ill. PUC LEXIS 232, *25-26 (Apr. 12, 1995) (no 
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consideration given to proposal offered after evidentiary hearing concluded without benefit of 

fundamental right to cross-examination by the other parties); Ill. Comm. Comm’n, Docket 94-

0066, Order, 1995 Ill. PUC LEXIS 176, *266-68 (Feb. 23, 1995) (late introduction of Staff’s 

new modifications proposed for the first time in brief, which were not tested in cross-

examination and which no party had the opportunity to address for the record, would violate 

fundamental fairness and abridge other parties’ due process). 

Parties practicing before the Commission must be given the opportunity to cross-examine 

adverse witnesses and submit evidence in rebuttal to their claims.  For this reason, a coordinated 

case schedule is established to allow for an orderly presentation of the evidence.  But an orderly 

presentation and the required opportunity to respond cannot happen if parties wait until briefs to 

unveil new positions or buttress vague assertions with new evidence.  This is not to say that 

parties must testify on legal arguments.  But parties must give notice of expert opinions and 

recommendations and present them through witness testimony or other evidence before the 

record is closed.  Conjecture of counsel in a brief is no substitute for the timely disclosure of 

substantive proposals.  The right to confront witnesses in the hearing room is a fundamental right 

of any litigant.  This is precisely why the Commission has rounds of prefiled testimony: to 

disclose positions and allow parties to respond. 

Staff claims the cross-examination of Ms. Voiles “affirmed” its concerns about the use of 

corporate credit cards.  (Staff Init. Br. 31.)  Regardless of what concerns Staff may have held 

privately, it cannot be credibly argued these concerns were included in Staff’s filed testimony.  

That Staff questioned Ms. Voiles about policies related to corporate credit card use does not 

permit Staff to now brief undisclosed concerns to bolster its case for a disallowance.  Those 

concerns needed to be part of Staff’s “final position” in rebuttal testimony, and they weren’t. 
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Staff also claims it “disagrees” with the rationales provided by Ms. Voiles during her 

cross-examination.  (Staff Init. Br. 32.)  But that doesn’t mean Staff gets to present rebuttal 

testimony to Ms. Voiles’ cross in brief.  Quite the opposite, the utility has the burden of proof 

and the right to close the evidence in the record.  That cannot happen if parties are permitted to 

testify in in briefs in response to testimony they elicited from an opposing witness at hearing. 

The ALJs already recognized the impropriety of that kind of bolstering already in this case, 

twice.  Staff itself recognized the impropriety of untimely opinions, when it sought to strike 

portions of AIC’s surrebuttal testimony.  Staff cannot credibly claim now that AIC does not 

suffer from the same prejudice and the same denial of due process. 

The administrative rules that govern proceedings before the Commission exist for a 

reason: they ensure that parties who are subject to the Commission’s jurisdiction receive fair and 

impartial treatment.  Complaints and motions must identify the specific relief sought.  Discovery 

allows for the full disclosure of all relevant and material facts.  Parties are entitled to an 

opportunity to be heard at hearing and present evidence.  Witnesses are required to swear or 

affirm their testimony and be available for cross-examination.  Briefs must be supported by 

citation to the record.  83 Ill. Adm. Code § 200.800(a).  This process helps to ensure the due 

process rights of the petitioner are not violated.  That process, however, breaks down once 

parties are able to mutely participate in a Commission proceeding and then unveil brand new 

positions in post-hearing briefs.  The nature of litigation is for one to fully present his or her case 

and have the opportunity to fully challenge the other’s case, both before and during the hearing, 

and not just after.  That did not happen here.  It is fundamentally unfair for any party to offer new 

opinions on brief without presenting that opinion through a witness in testimony.  AIC had the 

right to test and debunk the merits of any recommendation through surrebuttal testimony and a 
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hearing before the record was closed.  Staff’s withholding of the opinions in the Appendix until 

brief and its failure to have a witness present those details prevented the exercise of that right.   

B. The Commission May Not Consider Opinions Not in the Record Evidence.  

In all rate proceedings conducted by the Commission, “any finding, decision or order 

made by the Commission shall be based exclusively on the record for decision in the case.”  220 

ILCS 5/10-103; see also 5 ILCS 100/10-35(c) (“Findings of fact shall be based exclusively on 

the evidence and on matters officially noticed.”).  To do otherwise is reversible error.  Bus. & 

Prof’l. People for Pub. Interest v. Ill. Comm. Comm’n, 136 Ill. 2d 192, 227 (1989) (Commission 

committed reversible error when it disregarded record evidence on the issue of used and useful 

and improperly relied on the circumstances of a settlement).  Such findings or decisions “must be 

based on evidence presented in the case, with an opportunity to all parties to know of the 

evidence to be submitted or considered, to cross-examine witnesses, to inspect documents, and to 

offer evidence in explanation or rebuttal, and nothing can be treated as evidence which is not 

introduced as such.”  Chicago & E.I. Ry. Co. v. Ill. Comm. Comm’n, 341 Ill. 277, 285 (1930).  

Staff’s Initial Brief fails to support its new opinions with citations to the record as required by 

the Commission’s rules, or cites to evidence that did not contain the new opinions.  83 Ill. Adm. 

Code § 200.800(a).  To the extent the new opinions are arguments of counsel, they are not 

evidence on which the Commission can base a decision.  Johnson v. Lynch, 66 Ill. 2d at 246 

(“The argument of counsel cannot be considered evidence…”).   

It would strain credulity to argue Staff’s new opinions in brief constitute “evidence” 

admitted into the record.  Therefore, the Commission cannot rely on it for decision.  That Staff’s 

brief may be part of the record on appeal does not mean the Commission can rely on theories that 

should have been disclosed in testimony.  There is a marked difference between a legal argument 
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that applies prior Commission decisions, statutes and administrative rules and the ratemaking 

opinions customarily offered by Staff witnesses in testimony.  The Staff opinions in the 

Appendix are most certainly the latter.  The Commission cannot base its findings on Staff’s 

credit card expense adjustment on these opinions without producing grounds for reversal.   

IV. CONCLUSION 

For the reasons set forth in this motion, the Commission should give no consideration to 

the opinions in the Appendix, should grant AIC’s request to strike them from Staff’s Initial Brief, 

and should take action to ensure they are not improperly included in the final order.  To do 

otherwise would constitute reversible error and a violation of due process by the Commission. 



Appendix 
Page 1 of 1 

 

No. Objectionable New Opinions in Staff’s Initial Brief Citation 

1 “First, the Company has no standard for reviewing and approving or denying credit 
card purchases submitted for reimbursement; rather, managers must simply decide 
whether the expenses are ‘business-related.’” 

Staff Init. 
Br., p. 31. 

2 “The policies and standards imposed by AIC surrounding the usage of Ameren credit 
cards apparently do not require that expenses be necessary for the provision of utility 
service or that the expenses provide benefits to ratepayers.” 

Staff Init. 
Br., p. 31. 

3 “This raises concerns that the review and approval by managers of charges on the 
Ameren credit cards belonging to employees under their supervision does not provide 
sufficient protection to ratepayers that the charges incurred on the Ameren credit 
cards are prudently incurred and reasonable in amount.” 

Staff Init. 
Br., p. 31. 

4 “It can be argued that a standard flower arrangement sent by Ameren but reimbursed 
by ratepayers through formula rates shows no real care or concern at all from Ameren. 
By including these expenses in utility rates, the Company is merely taking credit for a 
gesture that was unknowingly and unwillingly paid for by ratepayers. If the Company 
truly wanted to show its genuine care and concern for its employees, it would 
willingly provide the requisite gestures without requesting reimbursements of its out-
of-pocket expenses for those caring gestures from ratepayers.” 

Staff Init. 
Br., p. 32. 

5 “Also, it appears that individual managers buy various gifts for new employees under 
their direction and that the “gifts” to new employees are not consistent.” 

Staff Init. 
Br., p. 33. 

6 “Notably, Ms. Voiles failed to explain how the consumption of lunches, snacks and 
desserts during safety meetings enhances a safe work environment. Clearly, it is 
possible for AIC to hold a safety meeting without incurring these costs; therefore, 
they are unnecessary and excessive.”  

Staff Init. 
Br., p. 33. 

7 “Moreover, it could be argued that these items may actually distract employees to the 
extent it hinders the productivity of safety meetings.” 

Staff Init. 
Br., p. 33. 

8 “Notably, Ms. Voiles does not address how the Company communicates with its field 
personnel during normal business operations and why that system cannot be used for 
storm response in lieu of the disputed televisions and satellite service.” 

Staff Init. 
Br., p. 34. 

9 “Moreover, it is unclear why in this modern age where a plethora of free, accurate 
weather reports from news or government agencies is available from the internet or 
radio that a flat-screen TV with satellite service is necessary or reasonable to learn 
about the weather.” 

Staff Init. 
Br., p. 34. 

10 “It should be noted, however, that AIC did not establish that there were any standard 
requirements imposed for the purchase of clothing, i.e., a company uniform. Thus, the 
clothing apparel could largely be of any style or color and from any vendor as long as 
it had an AIC logo.” 

Staff Init. 
Br., p. 35. 

11 “It could, thus, be argued that Ameren employees can more officially and effectively 
identify themselves as such by using a Company name badge with the employee’s 
photo. Such official AIC photo identification would be more reassuring to customers 
that they are talking to an Ameren employee since a non-Ameren employee could 
easily craft any shirt with an AIC logo and pose as an Ameren employee.” 

Staff Init. 
Br., p. 35. 
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